The direct observation method (6) allows the simultaneous scoring of four possible types of matings, two homo-and two heterogamic as itemized in Tables 1 and 2 . Therefore, data presented in the comparable sets of rows for the two types of females in these tables, i.e., rows 1 and 5, 2 and 6, 3 and 7, etc., were scored at the same time within the same mating chambers.
H. Levene's (6) coefficient of joint isolation, I, was calculated; it ranges from -1.00 (exclusively heterogamic mat- ings) through zero (random matings) to +1.00 (exclusively homogamic matings).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of the results reported in rows 1 plus 5 and 2 plus 6 of Tables 1 and 2 indicates that age does not affect the magnitude of sexual isolation in these strains; the coefficients of joint isolation are equivalent when calculated from data acquired with young and with old Drosophila paulistorum virgins. In a different species, Drosophila pseudoobscura, frequency-dependent sexual selection has been shown to be influenced by both age and previous experience (2, 7) . As to the latter, D. paulistorum responds similarly: previous mating experience with homogamic males enhances the likelihood of subsequent homogamic matings (rows 3 and 7 of Table 1 and the same rows in Table 2 ). This is in agreement with the homo-and heterospecific rearing experience study of LeMoli and Mainardi (8 
